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2016 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
 
 
Friday, January 29th 
 
 
11:00 am Registration and Vendor Room (Salon J) Open 
 
1:00 pm General Session (All Attendees) (Salons F, G, & H) 

Louis Meyer: Welcome Session 
Louis welcomes all attendees to Kidvention and provides details for the upcoming days. 

s 
1:30 pm General Session 

Heather Green: Make Some Green! (Salons F, G, & H) 
Join Heather, the owner, visionary, and driving force of Silly Farm Supplies and the author of 
the highly successful Paint Me Green business series, for a class dedicated to helping you 
increase bookings and fill your calendar with PAID gigs. In this class, we will cover how to 
organize your marketing efforts and schedule to keep the bookings flowing in and money in 
your pocket. 
 

3:00 pm Break Out Sessions 
Joshua Messado: MESSADO RINGS - Introduction to Ringistry (Alexandria) 
Learn the modern classic Messado Rings. With clever handing, top-notch presentation and a 
signature style, Messado’s routine is a dazzling display of handling and showmanship. 
Linking and unlinking under increasingly impossible conditions, he makes rings jump, spin 
and float in midair. He also puts the spectator in the middle of the magic, giving them a 
chance to inspect the rings and even hold on to them, so they can link them THEMSELVES. 
His training will prepare a beginner who has never handled a linking ring, yet will inspire the 
most skilled manipulators. Every detail, from basic links to the challenging centrifugal spins 
and other flourishes, are taught with clarity by Messado, who shares everything he’s 
mastered about the rings and how to make them magic. 
 
Heather Green and Marcela Murad: Blingtastic Workshop (Salon C) 
Let's Build Some Bling! Come and learn how to build custom bling and then use them in a 
design. We will bring the bling; you can bring the creativity! Learn the differences between 
using silicone and fabric paint, how to store and transport them, and most importantly, how to 
add bling to enhance your designs. 
 
Jay Bautista: Amazing Eye Designs (Salons D & E) 
Mastering flow of eye designs is something every face painter aspires to accomplish. With a 
few simple brush strokes, you will learn how to turn your own designs into amazing 
masterpieces. Not only will you be able to make masterpieces, you will also learn how to 
create clean designs that stand out amongst other painters. Don’t miss it! 
 
Shonna Flanigan: Line Work Balloons (Salons A & B) 
Do you: 

• Have Trouble Ending Your Line? 
• Need Quick Balloon Designs That Impress? 
• Want to Stand Out from the Crowd? 

Then join Simply Shonna for a fun-filled class to learn from a full-time professional who has 
been entertaining and making balloons for 30 years!  This class is for balloon artists of all 
levels, but especially beginners who want to learn some designs that are perfect for line work 
and some tried and true tips for ending a line. 
 

5:00 pm Dinner (Vendors Open in Salon J) 
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6:30 pm  Break Out Sessions 

Robert Baxt: How to Be Funny Doing the Stuff That You Do! (Salons F, G, & H) 
A detailed look at Robert's personal show, emphasizing how he came up with these bits, why 
he does those specific routines in that order, why it makes him stand out from the rest, and 
how this makes for a better show. Features many of the original tricks and adaptions that 
Robert is known for with explanations. Non-magicians welcome, as all the routines are easy-
peasey! 
 
Léa Selley: How to Use Stencils with Face Paint (Salon C) 
In this 90-minute class, you will learn 10 Essential Tips you need to know to achieve 
PERFECT transfers using your face painting stencils!  You will attract face painting success 
on so many levels…! We will cover how to get clean transfers, how to use them on kids 
successfully, and how to keep the stencils clean while working, so that integrating the art of 
stenciling into your painting process is fast and efficient!  Léa will even demonstrate different 
types of face painting products, such as water activated paint versus pressed powders, and 
how to use them so that you can use to get ideal transfers no matter how much experience 
you have. As an added bonus, you will learn how to create perfect backgrounds for cheek art 
and how to create the Ultimate Graffiti Eye design!! 
 
Corey Morgan: Easy Superhero Designs for Boys and Girls (Salons D & E) 
It’s “Up, Up and Away” with Corey Morgan as he teaches you how to bang out some quick 
and easy superhero designs for parties and festivals. Whether it’s perfecting that Ninja Turtle 
mask, creating great comic book-style eye designs, or getting your Spiderman or Wonder 
Woman design just right, Corey will open your eyes to some great techniques with the paint 
brush and stencils that will bring new life into your old designs---and show you some new 
designs that you can add to your collection. 
 
Brian Garner: Balloons ONE-OHHH-ONE (Salons A & B) 
• Never twisted a balloon before? 
• Have no clue what a 260 is? 
• Hate the words "Pinch Twist"? 
If you answered YES to any of those questions, then this is the class for you! In this 90-minute 
twist-along lecture, you will learn the basics of balloon twisting.  Brian will show you step by 
step how to get started twisting balloons with some very easy and crowd-winning designs. 
There will also be a Q & A for you to ask whatever you would like. His favorite food is pizza, so 
don't ask that question.  If you have always thought about maybe getting into balloon twisting, 
but were not sure where to even start, then this class is the one you want to attend. 
 
Jonathan Fudge: Tricks That Totally Tip (Alexandria) 
This intensive balloon class will be a solid 90 minutes of quick and impressive money making 
models Jonathan personally uses and teaches his staff for line work, restaurants, and 
corporate events. He will cover tips and tricks for speed techniques, how to polish your work, 
how to increase your tips, and will even talk a little bit about how to go on to the next level of 
line twisting where you can literally do ANYTHING.  This class goes beyond the dog, heart, 
and sword and will show how quick and easy it is to take your balloons to the next level.  If 
there is time, Jonathan will even throw in his balloon hat crash course as well! 
 

8:00 pm General Session 
Christopher Cool: Let’s Get Geeky (Salons F, G, & H) 
Christopher uses the latest tech to make the boring office stuff fun and simple.  In this class, 
you’ll learn how to be an email Ninja, how to run your office on the go with only an 
iPad/tablet, and see how technology can be an entertainer’s best friend in the office! 

 
9:30 pm Vendors Open in Salon J 
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9:30 pm Night Jam Session, Wolfe Competition, and Balloon Competition! (Salons A & B) 

Night Jam Session: Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other 
artists get together to unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. 

Wolfe Competition: In honor and memory of Brian Wolfe, we are holding our annual Wolfe 
benefit face painting competition!  In this competition, contestants will have ONE HOUR to 
paint any kind of monster face.  After one hour, the painters will present their models and be 
judged by a panel of instructors/staff.  Points will be awarded for creativity, originality, and 
technique.  The 1st Place winner will receive a trophy, and BOTH the model and the painter 
will win FREE Registration for Kidvention 2017.  Prizes will also be awarded for 2nd and 3rd 

Place winners.  Because this is in honor of Brian Wolfe, and ALL money raised will go 
to Brian’s family, there will be a $50 Registration fee for each entry.  If you’d like, friends 
and fellow painters can chip in for the registration fee, and then you compete with your 
“sponsors” cheering you on! 

Balloon Competition:  For all the balloon twisting lads and lassies...after a huge positive 
response from last year’s event, we will again hold a balloon twisting competition this year, 
but this time it's a game show. That's right folks, get ready for TWISTING TIMES. Come for 
fun, excitement, and craziness. All balloon twisters are welcome. Show up with your balloons 
and appropriate balloon supplies, and get ready to have some fun and win some prizes. This 
is not your typical competition. Whether you plan to win or watch, you'll not want to miss this. 
Brian Garner and Jonathan Fudge are prepared to take you on a wild and twisted journey 
that you're sure to remember. (They say they don't want to brag, but it may just be the best 
part of the whole convention.) The grand prize winner will win FREE Registration for Kapital 
Kidvention 2017 AND special “balloon” trophies! 
 
 
 

Saturday, January 30th 
 
8:00 am General Session (Salons F, G, & H) 

Christopher Cool: Building a Professional Birthday Party Entertainment Business 
In this 60-minute high-energy, fast-paced lecture, Christopher is going to open up his 
children’s birthday party business and reveal to you the secrets he uses to become the 
leading birthday party entertainer in his area! From getting the leads to booking the shows to 
performing at the party to the follow-up after---nothing is left out.  It doesn’t matter what type 
of an entertainer you are, if you perform at birthdays or want to start, this class is for you! 
 

9:00 am Break Out Sessions 
Gene Cordova: ME?…a Comedian?  You Must Be Joking! (Alexandria) 
Do you think you were born without a funny bone?  Does your act need an added 
punch....line? This workshop will teach you how to think, write, and create funny. Gene has a 
sure-fire method that will retrain your brain to think funny, observe the funny all around you, 
and create comedy for your act. 
 
Marcela Murad and Heather Green: Line Time (Salon C) 
The foundation of ANY great design is the quality of your line work. Join Marcela and Heather 
for a line work bootcamp.  They will cover lines, lines, lines---and how to accomplish the best 
lines possible with several different brushes. 
 
Eric Weinstein: Cuteness or Bust! (Salons A & B) 
This class will focus on quick, cute designs that will be a hit at your next event.  Anybody can 
twist a balloon dog, but can you twist one where the second you're finished, eyes light up all 
over the room?  One thing Eric brings to the table is cute cartoony designs, so if you’re 
looking for that "wow" factor, make sure you attend this class! 
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Corinne “Sparkles” Smith: You Don’t HAVE to Be a Twister! (Skyview) 

• Q: Are you looking for a quick and easy way to broaden your client base? 
• Q: Do you get asked if you do balloons, and you have to say….NO? 
• Q: Would you like to be able to offer balloons to your clients, but have no desire to 

become a full-fledged Balloon Twister? 
• Q: Would you like to learn to twist balloon creations, but do not have the time to learn 

all of the balloon configurations quite yet? 
If you answered YES to any of the questions above, then this class if for YOU!  What if 
someone told you that you can learn how to add balloon creations to your very next event 
using minimal balloon manipulation!?  Too good to be true? Come visit Corinne for this 90-
minute class and find out that, as she says, “I would never lie to ya!” 
 

10:30 am Break Out Sessions 
Mark Wade: Kidshow Ventriloquism (Alexandria) 
Want to add ventriloquism to your kid shows? Then this is the class for you! Not only will 
Mark Wade, “America’s Foremost Children’s Ventriloquist,” give you some vent basics, he 
will also show you some amazing ways to get the most out of doing shows for kids. Mark will 
cover such topics as: choosing the right puppet; puppet manipulation and advanced 
techniques to keep the kids’ attention; handling difficult audiences; finding and creating kid-
friendly jokes; finding the correct length of a routine, and much more! Mark will also perform 
some of his own hand-picked routines to demonstrate this great art form. This is a “not-to-be-
missed” class!! 
 
Sean Avram: The Fast and the Furious (Salon C) 
Speed up your game! Painting faster often means making more money, but don't sacrifice 
quality! Sean will guide you through some easy streamlines that will boost your revenue and 
teach some high-impact, easy, fast designs that will have your audience raving. Go! 
 
Wiser Oner: Wildstyle Graffiti (Salons D & E) 
Graffiti has become a universal way of sending a bold, colorful message that is loved and can 
be understood by kids, teens, and adults worldwide. In this workshop, learn basic and 
advanced-style techniques for graffiti arm designs, eye splashes, and impossible imagery 
that will explode off your “canvas”. Wiser will focus on some of the foundations of graffiti: 
letter form, composition, and flow. From simple tags to wildstyle letters, you will learn how to 
structure letters, put together words and names, and use the best color combinations and 
letter effects for the maximum wow factor! 
 
Brian Garner: It’s ALIVE! (Salons A & B) 
In this twist-a-long lecture, you will learn how to turn static balloon sculptures into moving 
toys and bring them to life. Using inexpensive common objects, Brian will share his tips and 
tricks that he uses for his own creations, as well as how to modify your current favorites to be 
interactive. Treat your audiences to puppets, toys, and games. Make your balloons more 
than decorations. Stand out from the crowd! 
 

12:00 pm Lunch (Vendors Open in Salon J) 
 
1:30 pm General Session 

Jonathan Fudge: Market Domination with Mr. Fudge (Salons F, G, & H) 
Want to double your income overnight? Would you like to learn how to dominate the social 
web? Need to learn how to price your services? Care to position yourself as a leader in your 
market? Then this is the class for you! Jonathan will share techniques that he’s picked up 
over the years that have helped his business grow, and he will discuss some of the principles 
that have led to him doubling revenue every year. Learn the basics of search engine 
optimization (SEO), social media presence, and how to add zeros to your income. 
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3:00 pm Break Out Sessions 

Barry Mitchell: Best of DIY Magic (Alexandria) 
Barry is known for creative magic and storytelling on a budget. This class will be a one-of-a-
kind combination of some of Barry’s best DIY magic, plus new effects. If you like magic on a 
budget, creativity, or simply enjoy laughing, then you’ll enjoy this event. 
 
Ronnie Mena: Animal Designs (Salon C) 
In this class, Ronnie will teach you how to create a variety of animal designs using his 
signature style. You will learn the importance of placement, highlights/shadows, and 
proportions in animal and character designs. You will also learn how to make your face 
paintings come to life by using vibrant color combinations and clean line work. 
 
Mark Reid: Festival Faces (Salons D & E) 
Learn some of the great, money-making faces Mark has perfected over his many years at the 
Texas State Fair---from butterflies and double dip flowers to dinosaurs and dragons, these 
are 3-6 minute designs that will rock your menu!!  This is a great class, plain and simple! 
 
Shonna Flanigan: Spectacular Specialty Shapes That WOW! (Salons A & B) 
Would you like to stand out from the crowd? Do you want to learn over 50 new designs at 
one time? Come learn the Secrets to Success in a hands-on class with internationally-known 
balloon artist, Simply Shonna! This class is designed for twisters of all levels who want to 
stand out from the crowd. The designs taught are building blocks to over 400 tried and true 
designs that work and WOW! 

 
5:00 pm Dinner (Vendors Open in Salon J) 
 
7:00 pm Robert Baxt: Baxt’s Bits of Business (Salons F, G, & H) 

Comedy magic routines with borrowed money, rings, and other common items. Plus comedy 
mind-reading, bits with balloons, and more including the chopstick gag that everyone always 
talks about! No sleight of hand or difficult finger flinging needed. All easy to do for the novice 
or beginner. 

 
7:00 pm Night Jam Session featuring activity with Jeremy Ambler, zombie from The Walking Dead! 

Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. (Salons A & B) 
 

8:30 pm Vendors Open (Salon J) 
 
10:00 pm Late Night Magic Show with Michael “Magic Mike” Dardant (Salons F, G, & H) 

Our late-night attendee-only shows have been one of the highlights of every Kidvention. Grab 
your favorite beverage and join us for fun and folly!  It’s worth staying up late for!!! 
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Sunday, January 31st 
 
8:00 am Earl Long: Sunday Morning Gospel Magic Service! (Salons F, G, & H) 

Earl Long will conduct a Sunday morning service that includes gospel magic and a message. 
 
9:00 am Break Out Sessions 

Mike Hummer: All Around Family Show (Alexandria) 
Are you ready to take your show to the next level? This class will help you get there! In this 
class, you'll learn amazing family-style magic routines that work for birthday parties, 
churches, schools, retirement homes, festivals, company picnics, holiday events, and more! 
This class will teach you magic that is EASY to perform, but is both FUNNY and AMAZING to 
your audience. These are routines that work as well for a small group in a home as they do 
for a large group in an auditorium. You DON'T need any previous knowledge of magic to 
learn these routines......you'll be doing them right away. As a bonus to this class you'll also be 
taught some very BASIC sleight of hand magic......magic with coins, pens, paper clips, 
handkerchiefs, etc. With basic sleight of hand, you're ALWAYS ready to perform at a 
moment’s notice because you don't need any special props! DO NOT MISS THIS 
CLASS........bring a notebook and be ready to learn a ton of practical family magic routines. 
And by the way..........you’ll have a LOT of fun too! 
 
Wiser: Airbrush Tattoo with Tattoo Pro (Salon C) 
Join Wiser for this workshop on how to create the most amazing and realistic airbrush tattoos 
with his new Tattoo Pro™ - Freehand Airbrush Tattoo Stencil System! Whether you are new 
to airbrush tattoos and want to start doing them, you are already doing them as part of your 
services and want to take your tattoos to the next level, or even if you’re a makeup artist who 
needs to add more energy to models’ photo shoots---this workshop is for you! During this 
class, Wiser will demonstrate and instruct on how easy it is to use the new Tattoo Pro™ 
stencil system, even with only basic airbrush knowledge, to create awesome elaborate 
designs of any size in MINUTES! You don’t even have to know how to draw to use this 
system easily! You will also learn how to join designs together to create entire tattoo sleeves 
that will make you look like a tattoo art genius!!! 
 
Gary Ledbetter: Sculptures Made Easy (Salons A & B) 
Gary has worked all over the world building large sculptures. If you can conceive it, you can 
build it out of balloons. Learn techniques to build large sculptures that will have your clients 
raving about your abilities. 
 
Nathan Roberts: New Musical Routines (Salons F, G, & H) 
For the clowns, magicians, vents, whatever you do, you will find something here that you can 
perform. Routines for the Headless Silks, handbells, Liquid Suspension, Axtell Drawing 
Board, and more. A musical video routine for The Comedy Chair as well as a few comedy 
routines without any props. Whatever your performance style, you’ll walk out with new ideas 
that you can incorporate immediately. 
 

10:30 am Break Out Sessions 
Michael Dardant:  What the Fork? (Salons F, G, & H) 
Teaching is nothing new to this young comedian, as Michael has been an instructor of distinct 
skills ranging from juggling to martial arts. He recently completed three online beginner courses 
on magic for a company called FabaTV.  His “WTF?” lecture begins with a presentation of his 
1st place Close-Up Act followed by explanations of three of the original effects. Then comes a 
barrage of fun-filled lessons detailing principles in misdirection, comedy writing, and 
showmanship. Originality, versatility and adaptability are prominent topics of Michael’s lesson 
plan, guaranteeing onlookers will emerge as more well-rounded performers.  
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Jay Bautista: Intro to Tribals (Salon C) 
Line control, brush strokes, mastering flow, clear direction---these are but a few of the things 
Jay will discuss in this class solely focused on tribal lines. Tribals, once considered the hardest 
style to master, are made simple in this introductory class into the art of Tribal Design. 
 
Sean Avram: Robots and Metal (Salons D & E) 
It’s time to transform and roll out some exciting robotic and metallic designs! Get ready to 
craft incredible illusions in blending muscle and skin to look like metal.  In this class, Sean 
teaches his strategies for painting great robot faces, revealing design and concept----and 
sharing the fundamental secret to painting skin to look like shiny metal---in the easiest, 
fastest, and most effective ways possible.  Designs taught in this class will benefit festival 
painters, birthday party entertainers, and anyone who has ever tried to convince the most 
reluctant of event attendees to be painted---dads and teen boys. Once you have learned the 
techniques taught in this class, you will use them every time you paint!  Plus, it is so versatile, 
this technique will even work for your next princess crown paintings! 
 
Corinne “Sparkles” Smith: What’s Hot (Salons A & B) 
Bring your balloons to this class and you will have loads of fun together with Corinne learning 
the latest “MUST HAVES” for the kids in your balloon lines!  Do boys still want Creepers and 
Diamond Swords?  Do girls still want Elsa and Olaf?  Come find out “What’s Hot” in 2016! 
You might be surprised! 
 

12:00 pm Lunch (LAST CHANCE TO SHOP---Salon J---Vendors Close at 1:00 pm) 
 
1:00 pm Break Out Sessions 

Chris Capehart: Street Magic (Alexandria) 
One of the most accomplished and well-respected master magicians performing today, Chris 
Capehart, will share his knowledge and experience on a tough venue: Street Magic.  In this 
break-out session, he will share: 

• Close-up and Stage Street Magic that will make you money 
• The importance of crowd control---Chris will teach you the truth about keeping 

everybody’s attention. 
• Collecting money is trickier than you think. Chris reveals personal secrets about filling 

your hat to the brim! 
• What should you carry when performing on the street? Pocket management 

distinguishes the professionals from the amateurs, and Chris reveals his thoughts on 
this important topic based on real-world situations. 

• Discussions about which places and areas to perform, licenses in order to work, plus 
the true dangers of street entertaining. 

• Bonus: Chris will teach his famous “Three Ring Routine” and his version of the classic 
“Miser’s Dream” 

Come to Chris’ lecture, and you will find a pleasant blend of detailed instruction and street-
theory, which is guaranteed to inspire you for years to come! 
“He is the only magician I’ve ever seen who can bring down the house with a stock trick.” 

…Jeff McBride 
 
Corey Morgan: Superhero Masks (Salon C) 
This class picks up where the “Easy Superhero Designs for Boys and Girls” class leaves off, 
with a focus on creating more realistic-looking superhero masks. Emphasis will be on creating ¾ 
and full-face masks, and on working with shading and highlighting techniques to give designs a 
more realistic look, whether simulating leather, cloth, or metal. In addition to the traditional 
Batman, Wonder Woman and Spiderman designs, you’ll add to your arsenal such as Ironman 
Wolverine, Venom, Spiderwoman, Catwoman, and others. Requests will be taken, and your 
superhero game will elevate straight through the next level and beyond! 
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Léa Selley: Forest Critters (Salons D & E) 
Bring the great outdoors into any event…or at least be prepared for those random animal 
requests that go beyond the typical cat, dog, tiger, etc.!  Learn how to create fun, easy, forest 
animals that work for all ages: Squirrel, Deer, Skunk, Porcupine, Raccoon, Rabbit, and Owl. 
 
Eric Weinstein: How to Create! (Salons A & B) 
Over the years I've heard people ask, "How do you create new designs?" This class will examine 
the process of creating new designs and how to combine balloons to create new shapes. 
Sometimes you have to teach your mind to think differently in order to come up with new, 
innovative sculptures. At the end of the class, everyone will make their own original creation :) 
 

3:00 pm Break Out Sessions 
Joshua Messado: Something for Everyone! (Alexandria) 
Discover the coolest, funniest, and easiest family magic, guaranteed to entertain and amaze 
children and adults alike. Step by step, Messado teaches his long-running Family Fun Magic 
Show.  Learn how to engage your audience of all ages with easy-to-do eye popping magic! 
Also, tons of hilarious moments with emphasis on audience participation, as well as classic, 
standup and close-up effects will be covered in this easy-to-follow session. In addition, original 
effects never before revealed from Messado's exclusive repertoire will be yours to perform. 
 
Mark Reid: Sugar Skulls (Salon C) 
Whoa!! Learn how to take this art form to a new level!! The infamous Dia de Los Muertos faces 
that are rocking the world right now are yours to learn!! Traditional and Venetian-style will be 
demonstrated, infused with classic Mark Reid style. 
 
Ronnie Mena: Colorful Masks (Salons D & E) 
In this class, Ronnie will share his world-renowned approach to mask designs. Using his style 
guidelines, you will learn how to make your face paintings stand out from the rest by using 
dynamic color combinations and great placement. Ronnie will also teach you how to give 
your designs more depth by using highlights and shadows in key areas, as well as achieving 
great flow and symmetry. 
 
Dustin Queary: Cutie Pies (Salons A & B) 
Cutie Pies will cover very cute designs that are perfect for bracelets and hair bands/hair clips. 
These are very compact designs that can be worn without getting in the wearer's way. Some 
of these designs will require elaborate twists in small quarters, but most are simple and very 
marketable pieces. 

 
4:30pm Closing Ceremony (Salons F, G, & H) 
 
5:00 pm  Dinner 
 
6:00 pm Kapital Kidvention Children’s Pre-Show (Outside of Salons F, G & H) 

Close-up magicians, face painters, and balloon artists will have an opportunity to show off 
their skills by entertaining young attendees prior to the BIG Show. 
 

7:00 pm Kapital Kidvention BIG Show (Salons F, G, & H)  
Watch our Kapital Kidvention presenters entertain a local audience with their style of magic 
and comedy. Come join the fun!! 
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2016 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
 
 
 
PRE-CONFERENCE Workshops 
Thursday, January 28th, 1pm to 7pm 

 
 
Wiser: Tattoo Pro Stencil System, $125 (Salon C) 
In this 6-hour workshop, join Wiser to learn all the secrets of the Tattoo Pro Stencils Airbrush Tattoo 
system! This class will focus on everything from advanced design techniques and arrangements to 
layer theory and will show you valuable how to's on the most difficult design compositions of all 3 
Tattoo Pro Series. Learn how to REALLY get the most out of your Tattoo Pro Stencil System and be 
a true Airbrush Tattoo Master!  If you are already using Tattoo Pro Stencils, then this class is NOT to 
be missed!  If you are just beginning with Tattoo Pro, then this class will set you on the path to 
success with your airbrush tattoos!! 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07eboek0v33082dbea 
 
 
 
Jay Bautista: Tribals, $100 (Mount Vernon) 
T5, line manipulation, flow---these are just a few of the many things you will learn in this intense 
tribals class.  Jay Bautista will take you through a day of understanding how tribals work in their 
many forms.  This class will help you understand key elements in balance and movement and will 
drastically improve your line work, as that is the focus of tribals.  Tribals are design in its simplest 
form. (Note: tribals taught are American Tattoo tribal and have no religious or holistic point of views.) 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr3w1qv8e42c870 
 
 
 
Sean Avram: How to Be an Awesome Body Painter!, $100 (Salons D & E) 
Here is the beginning of your body paint legacy. This is quickly becoming one of Sean's most 
popular classes. The class starts with everyone painting in a paint along, as Sean shares his story 
and the secrets of design. Everyone paints and ends the day with an awesome creation for their 
portfolio. Information in class will include essentials such as where to find models, what products to 
use, where to paint, how to break into the professional scene, getting your work published, copyright 
and legal issues, health and safety, caring for your model, tricks of the trade, design secrets…and 
the list could go on all day. This class is great for anyone who loves body painting on any skill level.   
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr42ro2d6c3264b 
 

  

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07eboek0v33082dbea
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr3w1qv8e42c870
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr42ro2d6c3264b
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PRE-CONFERENCE Workshops (continued) 
Thursday, January 28th, 1pm to 7pm 

 
 
 
Gary Ledbetter: Balloon Decorating 101, $50 (Skyview) 
Face Painters! Magicians! Clowns!  Ever wonder how you can learn to decorate with balloons?  
Wonder no more!!! Gary is going to show you everything you need to know to get started in this 
wonderful and profitable business. This is an intensive hands-on course that will teach you the 
BASICS, so you will have the confidence to get started right away.  
You will learn: 

• The easiest way to make balloon décor. 
• 3 sure-fire ways to sell your décor 
• 5 reasons why people buy décor and why they need to buy it from you!  

You will gain: 
• The knowledge that you can do it! 
• The resource information to get you started! 
• Hands-on experience!  

You don't need to know anything before taking this class! Get started today you won’t regret it. When 
experience and opportunity meet, you will be ready! The tips alone will be worth the price of the 
class. Afterward, you will use your new skills to decorate the halls of Kapital Kidvention! 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr4anle59f63eb3 
 
 
 
Dustin Queary: Anything and Everything Star Wars, $100 (Salons A & B) 
Full-day balloon workshop with Jedi Master Balloon Artist; Dustin Queary.  This class will cover all 
the ins and outs of Star Wars, from the Jawa-sized line work stuff to the mega Deathstar behemoths-
--and everything in between: 

• Basic line-work type sculptures 
• Adaptations of those to up-sell as centerpieces will be demonstrated. 
• Discussion of games and activities to transform your normal twisting into an all-inclusive 

package (with minimal effort on your part) 
• You will learn techniques that can be applied to any large-scale build (not just limited to Star 

Wars). 
• Finally, the class will put together a large sculpture that can be tacked on or sold separately 

as decor for a Star Wars-themed party.  
Everyone that takes the class will be given a write-up on various Star Wars packages with suggested 
price that you are welcome to use as-is or adapt to fit your needs. Photographs are welcome, and 
anyone that takes the class will have permission to use photographs of the group sculpture to 
promote their own business. 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ec46ie6r5884e01d 
 

  

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr4anle59f63eb3
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ec46ie6r5884e01d
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POST-CONFERENCE Workshops 
Monday, February 1st, 9am to 3pm 

 
 
Jay Bautista: Best of Both Worlds, $100 (Rosslyn) 
One of the hardest things is understanding how your style, when painting girl designs, influences 
how you paint boy designs.  Jay will share how he integrates both into a way to manipulate the same 
techniques throughout your day of painting to accommodate both male and female designs.  From 
eye designs to masks, monsters to skulls, and more, Jay will teach you how to use the same core 
elements to make your designs have a consistent, yet unique flare to them. 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr5ibkv68c29e3a 
 
 
 
Mark Reid: Fantastic Felines and Venetian Masks!, $100 (Jackson) 
Start this class off with the most famous cats ever!! You will learn the secrets of kitty cats, lions and 
the ever so popular Mark Reid Tigers! This class will take you to a new level, and that's not all!! 
Order now and Mark will throw in the Elegant Venetian Masks for FREE! Just in time for Mardi Gras!! 
These are classic masks spiced up with GlitterMark to create an intense 3-D effect. All attendees will 
receive a #4 Mark Reid Brush and a Paradise Sponge. 
 
 
 
Louis Meyer: Business 201, $100 (Lee) 
Now that you have learned all of these new skills at Kapital Kidvention, do you want to make some 
money with them? Louis Meyer, Kapital Kidvention Producer, invites you to a 6-hour intensive class 
on how to run an effective children's entertainment business.  Louis founded, owns, and currently 
operates 5 distinct businesses, including 3 entertainment-based companies. The techniques used to 
run these businesses will be taught in this workshop.  Topics covered include: 

• Internet marketing 
• The tools that EVERY entertainer needs 
• The 1 SECRET technique that books gigs! 
• The best follow up with customers 
• How to advertise: what works and doesn't work 
• How to stay consistent throughout the year 
• The REAL deal on using social media for your business 

If you are just starting out, then this workshop is a MUST, but it is really geared towards people who 
already are doing gigs but want more income. Do not miss this opportunity---Louis only teaches his 
business techniques every couple of years at Kapital Kidvention. There will be an open Q&A feel 
throughout the workshop where you can get all of your questions answered (this is your goldmine 
opportunity!).  You could take just ONE idea from this class and make your $100 back! 
 
Register HERE: 
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ec46kw1ra9199f6a 

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ebr5ibkv68c29e3a
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pmjuiybab&oeidk=a07ec46kw1ra9199f6a

